
Geology with Occult Correlations .

I . The story of the universe and of man to be found in all
fields of study .

II . The earth divided into three spheres
A. Atmosphere - Tendancy to fill all space equally - Great

activity of molecules .
1 . Corresponds to spiritual vehicle .
2 . Upper part the mouth of earth, lower part stomach .

A. Hence to transcend death,one should live high .
B. Hydrosphere - Molecules still free moving but tend to draw'

together, hence beginning of specific or personalized form .
1. Corresponds to shuksma sharira, or astral body .'
2 . If earth true sphere would cover whole earth severl

thousand feet . .
C . Lithosphere - Melecusies confined to fixed orbits of motion L

Attraction between molecules strong .
l .C orresponds to gros s or physical body
2 . Old idea that center of earth was molten now abandoned

Give
a.

reasons .
Independence of volcanic action . `'

b . Transmission of earthquake waves .
c . Absence of general tidal effects as of liquid

interior. .
d . Evidence that warm and cold periods have a1t ;ernated

as far back as we can study .

III .Action of creative, preservative and destructive forces .n
geology. C

A. Builds rg, of mountains by volcanic action, by lateral
pressures causing folding and warping and by erosion .

B. Tearing down of mountains by errosion, frost air it .
1 . Leads to building of planes .

C . Preservation of mountains by plant life. '`
D. Significant that that which is destructive to one form

creates another.
1 . Broken up ignious rock produce material for sedimentary

rock . . - c,:.-
2. Erosion of mountains enrich valleys
3. Volcanic action which destroys mnkax valleys builds

mountains .
E. Show how this action applies to life ; all destruction is

creation in another sense .
1 . Hence importance of seeing a proper place for all

things in universe regardless of . one's own function .


